It's a service that enables you to send remittances in local currency or U.S. dollars from your DOCOMO mobile phone to banks, accounts, or service counters of affiliated beneficiary financial institutions in 41 countries and regions around the world.

**What is “docomo Money Transfer”?**

- **Only JPY 1,000 per transaction**
- **Send money anytime, anywhere** Available from anywhere in Japan every day, including weekends & holidays. (To recycling, excluded)
- **Easy transfers using your mobile phone** No need to fill out an application form for each transfer. From the second time you can transfer money easily using the history.

**Conditions of Use / Service Overview**

**Target User**

- **iDocomo iOS / Android**
- **iDocomo mobile phone**

**Restriction**

- **Monthly Income** ¥500,000 per month ¥450,000 per day (Including transaction fee)
- **Transfer limit** ¥500,000 per month ¥450,000 per day (Including transaction fee)

**FR Rates**

- Exchange rate of JPY against USD: Adding ¥5 to the currency exchange rate updated at around 10 a.m. by Mizuho Bank (TTS) for the previous business day. On the day of transfer request fee is non-refundable. The fee is applicable to the beneficiary financial institution, such as remittance service fee or bank service charge. The exchange rate of JPY against the local currency of beneficiary country is fixed at the above rate. When the exchange rate of ¥1 against local currency of beneficiary country is determined between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. by the commissioned company. This cross rate applies as the exchange rate.

**Fees**

- **Remittance fee** ¥500,000 per month ¥450,000 per day (Including transaction fee)

**In the case where transfer limits are prescribed by each eligible country and region, these limits will take priority.

**Other**

- Exchange rate of ¥1 against USD: Adding 0.9% interest to the currency exchange rate updated at around 10 a.m. by Mizuho Bank (TTS) for the previous business day. On the day of transfer request fee is non-refundable. The fee is applicable to the beneficiary financial institution, such as remittance service fee or bank service charge. The exchange rate of ¥1 against local currency of beneficiary country is fixed at the above rate. When the exchange rate of ¥1 against local currency of beneficiary country is determined between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. by the commissioned company. This cross rate applies as the exchange rate.

**Opening a docomo Kouza (First-time only)**

1. **Apply**
   - Enter your Network PIN*4*5 and proceed to the application page when you click on [Apply] on the Top Page: http://dmt.docomokouza.jp

2. **Deposit**
   - Proceed to the Deposit page when you click on [Deposit] on the Top Page

3. **Make a Remittance**
   - Select [To Agreement Page] and read and agree to preconditions and usage regulations and then press “Agree”.
Deposit the remittance amount and transfer fee into your docomo Kouza.
You can deposit money into your docomo Kouza in two ways: through a bank (Pay-easy) and through a Convenience store.

**Via Convenience Store**

Deposit Money Into Your docomo Kouza at the service centers. Only after performing a deposit registration.

1. Enter your network PIN.
2. Select the country of the beneficiary and the receiving method.
3. Select the beneficiary financial institution.
4. Confirm the deposit amount and the deposit destination.
5. Confirm the deposit amount and select the deposit method.
6. Enter the amount you wish to deposit.
7. Confirm the deposit amount and other information.

Select “Convenience Store”.

Show the payment breadcrumb to the number of the deposit recipient from a multimedia number on the deposit instructions to deposit into your docomo Kouza.

**At Bank (Pay-easy) (Mobile Banking, Internet Banking & ATM)**

Pay-easy is a service that enable you to deposit money into your docomo Kouza and to make payment for fees including taxes and utility bills through Mobile Banking, Internet Banking and an ATM.

With the service, there is no need to stand in line at a bank or a service counter at a convenience store.

Please refer to the URL below for information about financial institutions that offer Pay-easy services.

http://www.pay-easy.jp/where/index.html

For deposits through a bank (Pay-easy), please check the URL below or the QR code.


Make a remittance order in local currency or U.S. dollars from your DOCOMO mobile phone to bank accounts, service counters or affiliated beneficiary financial institutions.

1. Enter your network PIN.
2. Select Make a Remittance.
3. Enter your network PIN.
4. Select [Make a Remittance].
5. Enter the amount you wish to remit.
6. Select the country of the beneficiary and the receiving method.
7. Select the beneficiary financial institution.
8. Confirm all details and select [Remittance instruction].

When the next screen shows the completion of the remittance registration, this process is complete.

You will receive Message R, an automatic email service, for the completion of the registration.

**Precautions / Inquiries**

- Please notify the beneficiary of the password required in order to receive the funds at a service counter of the specified financial institution. The password can be found on the screen that shows the completion of the remittance registration, or the overseas remittance history screen.
- If Overseas Remittance History shows “receipt failure”, it may be due to an error in the account name or number (if remitted to an account), or a problem with the beneficiary financial institution.
- If you make a mistake in the remittance instructions, or the recipient fails to receive the funds (including cases where the recipient cancels the remittance or requests a refund), DOCOMO will not issue a refund.
- Remittances to joint accounts and corporation accounts are not possible.
- Remittances where the payment amount is over Y300,000,000 are not available overseas.
- This amount may differ from the actual amount receivable.
- The remittance limits are shown on the remittance instructions screen of the docomo Money Transfer i-mode/sp-mode site.
- Remittance limit depends on the amount remitted.
- Select the country of the beneficiary and the receiving method.
- Set the payment method to wire transfer.
- Select the deposit date.
- Confirm the deposit amount and select the deposit destination.
- Confirm the deposit amount and other information.

**Remittance**

- Remittance is limited to the maximum amount allowed by the bank. The limit may be lower than the amount sent.
- Remittance limit depends on the amount remitted.
- To remit a large sum of money, contact the bank directly.
- Remittance limit is limited to the maximum amount allowed by the bank. The limit may be lower than the amount sent.
- Remittance limit depends on the amount remitted.
- To remit a large sum of money, contact the bank directly.
- Remittance limit is limited to the maximum amount allowed by the bank. The limit may be lower than the amount sent.
- Remittance limit depends on the amount remitted.
- To remit a large sum of money, contact the bank directly.
- Remittance limit is limited to the maximum amount allowed by the bank. The limit may be lower than the amount sent.
- Remittance limit depends on the amount remitted.
- To remit a large sum of money, contact the bank directly.
- Remittance limit is limited to the maximum amount allowed by the bank. The limit may be lower than the amount sent.
- Remittance limit depends on the amount remitted.
- To remit a large sum of money, contact the bank directly.
- Remittance limit is limited to the maximum amount allowed by the bank. The limit may be lower than the amount sent.
- Remittance limit depends on the amount remitted.
- To remit a large sum of money, contact the bank directly.
- Remittance limit is limited to the maximum amount allowed by the bank. The limit may be lower than the amount sent.
- Remittance limit depends on the amount remitted.
- To remit a large sum of money, contact the bank directly.